OBJECT ORIENTED CODING FOR MOBILE DEVELOPMENT (JAVA)

Course Code: 7528

Learn to use Java to develop applications for Android mobile devices.

Mobile application development is one of the more complex forms of software development. In this course designed for programmers who do not have object-oriented programming experience, you will get a formal introduction to the programming skills required to develop applications for the mobile arena. You will learn to use Java to develop applications for Android mobile devices.

What You’ll Learn

Java language classes and objects built to work within the Android operating system

Who Needs to Attend

• New and experienced application developers who wish to expand their toolset and specialize in developing Android apps for business, education, or personal use
• Developers seeking a career as an mobile applications developer
• Those new to mobile apps development
• Anyone who started building an app and needs help putting all the pieces together
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CLASSROOM LIVE  $1,650 USD  3 days

Classroom Live Outline

Day 1
- Creating and Compiling Java Programs using Eclipse
- Java Structure and Syntax
- Object Types
- Working with Exceptions
- Arrays

Day 2
- Working with Classes and Objects
- Creating Custom Classes
- Subclassing and Inheritance
- Interfaces
- Abstract Classes

Day 3
- Working with Generics
- Multithreading
- File I/O
- Sockets
- Programming for the Web
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PRIVATE GROUP TRAINING 3 days

Visit us at www.globalknowledge.com or call us at 1-866-716-6688.
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